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5G MOBILE NETWORKS, adapted from June edition of Gizmoe 

“SeniorNet is a community training network that supports & motivates people  
aged 50+ to enjoy & use technology in their everyday lives.” 

 

5G stands for ‘Fifth Generation’, the latest update of international standards that decree how mobile phones should 

work. The table below to the right, show how quickly the networks have developed. 



President’s Post, from Clive DysonPresident’s Post, from Clive DysonPresident’s Post, from Clive DysonPresident’s Post, from Clive Dyson    
 
G’day folks. It hasn’t been too tropical lately. I suppose it is winter after 
all but I hope you have all been able to keep warm. 
 
In this post I want to talk about those “aha” moments. I have tutored two 
courses at Seniornet recently and I can honestly say that the biggest thrill 
for me in tutoring is to see the delight on students‘ faces when they get 
their “aha” moment.  
 
It is the moment when they finally realise or discover how to do some-
thing. It is not because I have been able to show them something, but 
rather, now they’ve discovered something, it opens up a whole new set of 
opportunities for them. 
If truth be known, I sometimes have only just been one step ahead of 
them. 
 
There is a myth that to be a tutor you have to know everything. This is so 
far from the truth. When I was training for the ministry, we were told at 
college that evangelism is nothing more than “one beggar showing an-
other beggar where to find food”. 
 
This is also true of tutoring. Earlier this month I volunteered to take a 
class on “Making Booklets using Word”, because someone had requested 
it. As the enrolments came in I discovered to my horror that the students 
were mostly Windows users.  I know very little about Windows, being an 
Apple man to the core. 
 
My horror was further compounded when I discovered that there were 
many versions of Word, each using different layouts and formats. With the 
help of Youtube and Mr Google I managed to put together a course which 
turned out to provide many “Aha” moments for many of the students, not 
because of me, but  because we all helped each other. 
 
So my invitation to you is to come and experience the joy and the gift of 
those “Aha” moments, by becoming a tutor and learning from your stu-
dents, or, by joining a class and making a discovery about a sub-
ject.  So….. until next time, keep smiling and discovering.  
       Regards Clive 
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MEMBERS’ MEETING: 
Mon 2nd Sept 10am: GRANT SIDAWAY 

HELP & SUPPORT SESSIONS: 
Mon 9th Sept 10-11.30am 
Sat 28th Sept 2-3.30pm 
INTEREST GROUPS: 
Fri 6th Sept 2.30pm: Digital Photography  
Fri 13th Sept 2.30pm: Genealogy 
Fri 20th Sept 2.30pm: iPad & iPhone  
Fri 27th Sept 2.30pm: Mac  
Tues 24th Sept 7.30pm: Genealogy  

SOME THOUGHTS TO 
PONDER ... 

 
Being kind is more important 
than being right.  
 
Sometimes all a person needs 
is a hand to hold and a heart to 
understand.  
 
It's those small daily happen-
ings that make life so spec-
tacular.  
 
Under everyone's hard shell is 
someone who wants to be ap-
preciated and loved.   
 
When you harbour bitterness, 
happiness will dock elsewhere. 



 MIG report, by Anton Petre 

 

Useful questions kicked off the July Mac Group, and hopefully most problems were solved, or at 
least the way forward was shown. Then we had a look at all the ports on iMacs and Macbooks, how 

they have changed over the last few years, and the various cables and converters users might need to hook every-
thing up.  Plugs generally have got smaller and more clever as time has gone on, and there are videos available on 
the different types. 
 
Next we looked at the use for the “Force Quit” command and how to deal with a “frozen” Mac…which is rare, but 
can be caused by a bad bit of software, or even a power spike at the wrong time. Lots of ways to deal with this but 
possibly the easiest – and the move which cures nearly all problems – is to switch off, have a brief break, then re-
boot.  But if the freeze or spinning wheel is caused by a hardware fault or glitch in something you have plugged in, 
the  way to a cure might be by unplugging all printers, modems, USB hubs and so forth, then plugging them back in 
one at a time until you find the offender. 
 
We spent quite a while looking at tips and tricks with the Safari browser, including how to reset it,  and mentioned 
warnings  about issues with Google Chrome (mainly taking user data)  and then looked at the efforts of some com-
puter users to become “Google free” by using different search engines such as DuckDuckGo or Bing.  This is all an 
effort to stop Google’s intrusive pinching of users’ data. But Gmail, Google maps, Translate, and others are so use-
ful… 
 
But they all provide lots of information from users to Google. 
Did you know that in the fine print for Google Photos, for instance, you give Google  the right to use any of your 
pictures, even if you later decide to quit the service? 
 
Maybe stick to iCloud. Apple is pretty good at  preserving user privacy, but all computer users should worry about 
the taking of data by Google, Facebook, and others. 
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We started the meeting by watching an amusing little video of cats playing 
iPad games and then watched a video tutorial about the dock and the split 
screen function.  Barbara then spoke about QR codes and how they offered 
a quick way to a relevant web page.  She then explained how the Control Centre on an iPad or iPhone could be per-
sonalised in Settings by adding widgets - over a dozen were available. 
 
Colin said that new iPads and iPhones came with many apps already installed by Apple and that he had been asked 
what they all did.  He demonstrated several of these and mentioned that some had many functions that were not 
immediately apparent, eg the Clock app contained a customisable world clock, an alarm, a stopwatch and a timer. 
 
Trish then spoke about the Photomyne Photo Scanner app, which she had been using to digitise her collection of old 
photos.  The app brought out details that could not be easily seen in the original photos and it could also be used to 
add realistic colour to black and white photos. 
 
Sandra mentioned that people with a Smart TV (or Chromecast device) could use the casting facility within Google 
Photos to view photos from their iPad on their television.  Finally, Clive demonstrated a way to spend a wet after-
noon - by painting with numbers using the Veraxen app Oil Painting, Colour by Number; Helen had also used this app 
and she and Clive had both produced some very nice pictures. 
 

 iPPIG meeting, Colin Hooker 



TRENDING NEWS ON INTERNET BROWSERS 
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By Gregg Keizer (Computerworld (US)) 08 May, 2019 
 
Microsoft has stuck a knife in Internet Explorer (IE) after announcing that the 23-year-old browser would appear as a 
"mode" within Edge in its new "full-Chromium" incarnation. 
IE's days as a stand-alone browser are numbered. "The new Internet Explorer mode ... seamlessly render[s] legacy IE-
only content in high fidelity inside of Microsoft Edge, without the need to open a separate browser or for the user to 
change any settings manually."  
     [Full story at www.computerworld.co.nz/article/661359/.  

 

2.  

 

 

 

 
By Reuters (Computerworld) 08 May, 2019 

In the coming months Google plans to introduce new internet browser tools to limit how users' web activity is tracked 
by advertising companies and give them greater insight into why certain ads are shown to them, the company an-
nounced on Tuesday. 
The tool would enable users of Google's Chrome browser to delete cookies, which are virtual tracking chips that some 
companies use to document browsing behavior, without having to also remove cookies that enable easy log-ins to web-
sites, Google said. It added that it also would restrict some possible methods websites may use to circumvent the new 
tool 

     [Full story at www.computerworld.co.nz/article/661366/] 

Received from one of our members: 
SENIORNET 

has been so important in my computing experience. 

When I have a question SN either gives me a course to make me/let me understand  

or gives me the sources to find MY answer. 

When I go to a course, I have my own problems, misunderstanding, frustrations,  

as does probably everyone else. 

I NEVER walk in/out of SENIOR NET without learning something!! 

Sometimes it is a shared frustration that 1 or more start to discuss 

And one of us has one part down, another has their understanding, and the third their perspective and 

WOW we get it!!! 



 MacHint: Adding text to Mac Photos, by Anton Petre 

Adding text to images is a fairly simple process made even easier with Apple’s Preview, the image viewing app bundled on 
all Macs. Most people don’t think of Preview when they think of making adjustments and edits to pictures like this, but it 
works just fine.  
Open the photo into Preview app 
Click the “Show Edit Toolbar” button in the Preview toolbar, then choose the “Text Tool” button 
Click with the text tool onto the section of photo where you want to add the text, then type it in 

These are the initial buttons to press to reveal the Edit Toolbar, and show the text tool:  

Once the text is placed, you can move 
it around just by grabbing it with the 
cursor. 
You can also style the text by changing 

the font, font size, or colour: 

 
Change the font or font size by selecting all the text (Command+A) and then hitting the “Show Fonts” button 
Change the colour by selecting the text and selecting a new colour from the Colours menu, or by choosing “Other Colour” 
and finding one in the colour picker 

And here are the text tools, colour selector, and font tools: 
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Do you  remember the fun AskJeeves search tool from 

15+ years ago? Alas he’s no longer a Wodehouse style 

butler, but still offers computer generated answers to 

your questions, just go to ask.com. 

The ‘Popular Q&A’ results found on the right hand side 

of the screen are very handy if Jeeves himself can’t 

satisfy your query.  Give it a go  

ANOTHER WAY (OTHER THAN GOOGLE)TO SEARCH THE INTERNET 

When finished, save the photo as usual, 
or use “Save As” or “Export” to create a 

new file with the text on the image. 

 
You can also use Preview to add cartoon 

style speech bubbles to your pictures. 

EXPLORING COUNTRIES & CULTURES: NIUE 
 
Pictured on the right are Allan & Trudi Culling with a 
display of books, crafts & memorabilia from the 20 
years they spent living & working on the little island 
of Niue. The SeniorNet group they spoke to were 
spellbound by their photos & tales of resourcefulness. 
This was the third in a series of SeniorNet sessions 
called “Exploring countries & cultures”. The first fea-
tured a couple who had worked for 2 years in a re-
mote Aboriginal settlement in the North Territory. 
Next was an insight into living in Iran under the Shah. 
In term 4 we have a couple who worked in Romania. 
For the second part of these courses, participants 
research more information about the featured country 
to share with the group. 

Will you attend the next one OR could you present? 



Motueka SeniorNet 

Committee 2018-2019 

President, Publicity:  Clive Dyson  

Vice President, Housekeeping, Members’ meetings, 

Photocopier:      Mary Dowell  

Secretary:   Gail Riddell 

Treasurer:   Allan Culling 

Membership, Updating Forms: Maureen Hutton 

Technical, Security, Maintenance:  

   Dave Samways  

Course Convenor, Newsletter: Sandra Price  

Health & Safety:  John Croxford 

Webmaster:  Bernhard Nobis 

  

   Non Committee Roles 2018-2019 

Technical Support:  Colin Hope 

Librarian:    Ann Bassford 
Grants:    Allan Winslade 
Manual Printing:      Doreen Inwood 

Almoner:   Joan Damian 

 
CONTACT EMAIL: 

motuekaseniornet@gmail.com 

 

 

www.seniornetmotueka.org.nz 
PHOTOSTICK—USEFUL NEW PRODUCT! 

SeniorNet Motueka est.1998 

42 Pah Street, Motueka 
Postal address: 

PO Box 297, Motueka 7143 

     Source: Gizmoe July 2019 

It was reported that the club’s details have been updated on the Incorporated Societies website. 

The statement of accounts for July was presented. Membership numbers were reported at 247 currently. 

The details of our lease contract with Xerox for our printer/photocopier is to be reviewed. 

A refurbished Apple Mac laptop has been purchased. Two Windows computers that are no longer used (a W7 & a 

W10) will be advertised on our website inviting offers from members; the two workstations are for sale as well. 

The office computer is having out of date files cleaned off; a new hard drive, box & software will be installed prior 

to the start of term 4. 

A remote meeting with Marlborough Sounds was held using the Zoom software. The sound quality was poor, but 

the principle of using this software was considered as being very worthwhile. 

Heavy rain recently caused a water deluge above the entrance door. The gutter has been cleared & gutter guard is 

to be added. A tree at the front of the building which was the source of much debris, has been removed. 

It was reported that from the recent survey of members, 30% have returned their completed forms. 

NOTES FROM AUGUST COMMITTEE MEETING 


